
Disclaimer:  All the material in this handout has been adopted from the text book “Digital Image 

Processing” by Gonzalez and Woods. 

 

 

Unit III: Image Restoration and Morphological Processing. 

Morphological Processing: Erosion, Dilation, Opening, Closing, Hit-or-Miss Transform, Boundary 

Detection, Hole filling, Connected components, thinning, thickening, skeletons, pruning.  

Color Image Processing: Color Fundamentals, Color Models: RGB, CMY and CMYK, HIS, Conversion from 

RGB to HSI and vice versa. 

 

 

Opening and Closing 

As we have seen, dilation expands an image and erosion shrinks it. Opening generally smoothens the 

contour of an object, breaks narrow isthmuses, and eliminates thin protrusions. 

Closing also tends to smooth sections of contours but, as opposed to opening, it generally fuses narrow 

breaks and long thin gulfs, eliminates small holes, and fills gaps in the contour. 

The opening of set A by structuring element B, denoted 

 

The closing of set A by structuring element B, denoted 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

In figure 9.11 the background noise was completely eliminated in the erosion stage of opening because in 

the case all noise components are physically smaller than the structuring element. We note in Fig 9.11(d) 

that the net effect of opening was to eliminate virtually all noise components in both the background and 

the fingerprint itself. However, new gaps between the fingerprint ridges were created. To counter this 

undesirable effect, we perform a dilation on the opening. 

 

 

The Hit-or-Miss Transformation 

The morphological hit-or-miss transform is a basic tool for shape detection. The objective is to find the 

location of one of the shapes, say, X.  may be viewed geometrically as the set of all locations of the 

origin of X at which X found a match (hit) in A. B denotes the set composed of X and its background, the 

match (or set of matches) of B in A, denoted . 

 



 

The reason for using a structuring element B1 associated with objects and an element B2 associated with 

the background is based on assumed definition that two or more objects are distinct only if they form 

disjoint (disconnected) sets. 

Boundary Extraction 

 

 

Region/Hole Filling 

 

 



Extraction of Connected Components 

 

 

Thinning 

 

 

Thickening 

 

 



Image Skeletons 

 

Image A can be reconstructed from these subsets by using the equation 

 

 

 

Pruning 

Pruning methods are an essential complement to thinning and skeletonizing algorithms because these 

procedures tend to leave parasitic components that need to be “cleaned up”. 



 

 

 

 

Unit IV: Edge Detection and Segmentation. 



Edge detection: Basic Formulation: Detecting Points and Lines, Edge Models; Gradient and its Properties; 

Gradient Operators: Roberts, Prewitt, Sobel; Canny Edge Detector; Thresholding: Basic Global 

Thresholding, Basic Adaptive Thresholding.  

Region based segmentation: Basic Formulation, Region growing, 

Region splitting and Merging; Segmentation by morphological   watersheds: Basic   concepts, 

Dam   construction, Watershed Algorithm.  

 

 

Edge Detection Foundation 

Segmentation subdivides an image into its constituent regions or objects. The level to which the 

subdivision is carried depends on the problem being solved. Image segmentation algorithms generally are 

based on one of two basic properties of intensity values: discontinuity and similarity. 

In the intensity, such as approach in an image is to partition an image based on abrupt changes in intensity, 

such as edges in an image. The principal approaches in the second category are based on partitioning an 

image into regions that are similar according to a set of pre-defined criteria. Thresholding, region growing, 

and region splitting and merging are examples of methods in this category. 

 

Point Detection 

Using the mask shown in Fig 10.2(a), we say that a point has been detected at the location on which the 

mask is centered if |R| ≥ T. The idea is that an isolated point will be quite different from its surroundings, 

and thus be easily detectable by this type of mask. The most common way to look for discontinuities is to 

convolve a mask on the image. 

 

 
 

Line Detection 

Consider the masks shown in Fig 10.3. If the first mask were moved around an image, it would respond 

more strongly to lines (one pixel thick) oriented horizontally. 

 



Fig 10.4(a) shows a digitized (binary) portion of a wire-bond mask for an electronic circuit. Suppose that 

we are interested in finding all the lines that are one pixel thick and are oriented at -45°. For the purpose, 

we use last mask shown in Fig. 10.3. 

 
In order to determine which line best fit the mask, we simply threshold this image. The result of using a 

threshold equal to the maximum value in the image is shown in Fig 10.4(c). 

 

Edge Detection 

Edge detection is by far the most common approach for detecting meaning discontinuities in grey level. 

Intuitively, an edge is a set of connected pixels that lie on the boundary between two regions. A reasonable 

definition of “edge” requires the ability to measure grey-level transitions in a meaningful way. Intuitively, 

an ideal edge has the properties has the properties of the model shown in Fig 10.5(a). Edges are more 

closely modeled as having a “ramplike” profiles, such as the one shown in Fig 10.5(b). Blurred edges tend 

to be thick and sharp tend to be thin. 

 
 

 

We conclude from these observations that the magnitude of the first derivative can be used to detect the 

presence of an edge at a point in an image. Similarly, the sign of the second derivation can be used to 

determine whether an edge pixel lies on the dark or light side of an edge. Two additional properties of the 

second derivative around an edge: 

– (1) It produces two value for every edge in an image 

– (2) an imaging straight line joining the extreme positive and negative values of the second derivative 

would cross zero near the midpoint of the edge. 



The zero-crossing property of the second derivative is quite useful for locating the centres of thick edges. 

 
 

 

Gradient operators 

The gradient of an image f(x,y) at location (x,y) is defined as the vector  

 

Let α(x,y) represent the direction angle of the vector ▽f at (x,y). Then, from vector analysis,  

where the angle is measured with respect to the x-axis. The direction of an edge at (x,y) is perpendicular 

to the direction of the gradient vector at that point. One of the simplest ways to implement a first-order 

partial derivative at point z5 is to use the following Roberts cross-gradient operators: 

 
An approach using masks of size 3x3 is given by 

 
A slight variation of these two equations uses a weight of 2 in the centre coefficient: 

 
A weight value of 2 is used to achieve some smoothing by giving more importance to the centre point, 

called the Sobel operators. The Prewitt and Sobel operators are among the most used in practice for 

computing digital gradients. Prewitt masks are simpler to implement than the Sobel masks, but the later 

have slightly superior noise-suppression characteristics, an important issue when dealing with derivatives. 



 
An approach used frequently is to approximate the gradient by absolute values:  

The two additional Prewitt and Sobel masks for detecting discontinuities in the diagonal directions are 

shown in Fig. 10.9. 

 
 

Canny Edge Detector 

1. Low error rate 

2. Edge point should be well localized 

3. Single edge point response 

 
 

Algorithm 

1. Smooth image with a Gaussian - optimizes the trade-off between noise filtering and edge localization 

2. Compute the Gradient magnitude using approximations of partial derivatives 

   



3. Thin edges by applying non-maxima suppression to the gradient magnitude 

 

 

 

 

 
The suppressed magnitude image will contain many false edges caused by noise or fine texture 

 

4. Detect edges by double thresholding 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

Basic Global Thresholding 

One obvious way to extract the objects from the background is to select a threshold T that separates these 

modes. Then any point (x,y) for which f(x,y)>T is called an object point; otherwise, the point is called a 

background point. 

 
Thresholding may be viewed as an operation that involves tests against a function T of the form where 

f(x,y) is the gray level of point (x,y) and p(x,y) denotes some local property of this point. When T depends 

only on f(x,y) (that is, only on graylevel values) the threshold is called global. If T depends on both f(x,y) 

and p(x,y), the threshold is called local. If, in addition, T depends on the spatial coordinates x and y, the 

threshold is called dynamic or adaptive. 

The following algorithm can be used to obtain T automatically: 

– 1.Select an initial estimate for T. 

– 2.Segment the image using T. This will produce two groups of pixels: G1 consisting of all pixels with gray 

level > T and G2 consisting of pixels with values ≦ T. 

– 3.Compute the average gray level value μ1 and μ2 for the pixels in regions G1 and G2. 

– 4.Compute a new threshold value:  



– 5.Repeat step 2 though 4 until the difference in T in successive iterations is smaller than a predefined 

parameter T0. 

 
 

Basic Adaptive Thresholding 

Divide the original image into subimages and then utilize a different threshold to segment each subimage. 

The key issues in this approach are how to subdivide the image and how to estimate the threshold for 

each resulting subimage. 

 
 

Region Growing 

Region growing is a procedure that groups pixels or sub-regions into larger regions based on predefined 

criteria. The basic approach is to start with a set of seed” points and from these grow regions by appending 

to each seed those neighbouring pixels that have properties similar to the seed (such as specific ranges of 

grey level or color). The selection of similarity criteria depends not only on the problem under 

consideration, but also on the type of image data available. Another problem in region growing is the 

formulation of a stopping rule. 

 
 



Region Splitting and Merging 

 
 

 

Segmentation by morphological watersheds 

  



  

  
 


